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I _ 1ackitroun d
The value-added tax (VAT) is a multi-stage levy-'used on the value adde d
-in each stale of the-iroductioa-and distribution of a commodity or service ,
' from the-earliest stage--up through-the final retail sale . Ignoring the question
of how to deal with depreciation of capicsl equipment, value added is conceptually - quite simple . For a given firm, it is equal to total sales rune= .pts after th e
subtraction of payments to other firms for goods and services on which tax ha s
been paid . The value that-the firm adds is equivalent to the total of it s
payments-in wages=
n, :ia*terest- and rent paid to it.dividualn, and the owner's . s fprofit_ =
While several techni_zlly diffe .entiated types of VAT have been discusse d
in the literature, earphasis - has focused on'two tFes as classified-by Professo r
`Carl S . Shoup almost a quarter of a century ago . =_The two types--"consumptio n
and "income"--vary only as regards the vethod =elected for the treatment of
_
' . capital expenditures . Under the consumption type, the full cost of capital .
equipment is deducted from zbe tax base in ' t :.e year of purchase . =Under the
income type, no deduction is allowed for current capital outlays in total, bu_t
rather=depreciation-deductions of the sort rEa allowed under-the corporatio-a
ineP_ne tax-are-=made -over•'the-life ; of the capita'_ equipment_

_

=
_
i;
-

L.

_

_

Thus, the -main difference hL-tweet the t .ro types is that, = under-the consump- "
tion conce p t, the tax base is smaller the iirstyear and slightly larger in th e
following years .- The total base_ added over the `full -depreciation .ueric-d = xs__identical under both methods .
_

-

The consuApti_on type of VAT is the standard apprcach followed in E•1ronean
-countries, and is considered to be the'one most suitable for adoption ir. th e
United tates--if ., as, and when this country seriously considers enacting suc h
a levy _

_

In working out tax liabilities under the VAT, -Zhe -isual method is t o
multiply a company's sales by the rate - of the tax and then subtract credits
=
- eoeal to the tax on all goods and services that are purchased from other firms .
In the consumption variety, tax credits on capital-assets-are deducted in ful l
at time of purchase .
4l
Among the European countries, a VAT-type tax was enacted in France in
- '
1954 ; and in 1967, the European Economic Community (EEC) approved the syst-E M
for enactment by its members . By 1968, both France and the Federal Republic of
Germany had enacted a VAT, and the remaining EEC countries adopted it over the
-next several years . Today, such a tax is in effect in most of-western Europ e
and many parts,of South America .
-

1.
2.
3.

Carl S . Shoup, "Theory and Background of the Value-Added Tax," Proceeding s
of the Forty-Eighth Annual Conference on Taxation, National Tax Association ,
Sacramento, 1956, p . 9 .
A third type of VAT, catied the gross product type, makes no altawanc e
for capital purchases or depreciation .
In discussing the VAT the Special Committee of the American Bar - Associatio n
on the Value-Added Tax devoted its attention to the consumptiot f,, type .

-

The basic principles of VAT Xere developed ' in Germany and the Unite d
States-shortly after World War I . Beginning in the 1930s, a VAT has bee n
considered on several occasions for u ;e at-the state level . In 1953, a ta x
_-- caving some resc_ablance to a VAT was introduced is Michigan . Called a "Busines s
_ Activities Tax" (BAT), it was deZ :ribed in the literature ss "not a true 1.AT ,
conceived -n haste as x temporary political expediegt, made 'permanent' i n
,1955, and amended frequently until repeal in :9672" In 1975, Michigan adopte d
the Singie Business :Tax, which has some of the charact,—istics of a YA2 _
-

-_Y

_

In the early 1970s,--the VAT was discussed as a dgvice for reducing o r
'totally eliminating the-Federal corporate income tz --.. Io September 1970 ,
the President's :ask Force on Business Taxation -suggested that, if more Federa l
tax revenue were-- required, consideration should be given to enactment of a n
indirect tar such as the VAT . The majority of the task farce,,avertheless ,
adopted the po .~,ition *-hat no additional Federal reveta&e source should be_
adopted at that time . In 1972, the Joint Economic Committee geld four day s
of-- hearings on VAT as a source of "at least" $50 to $100 billion in nc+ Federa l
revenues--the minimum amount needed by tha ■id-l"His, in the opinion of the =
Committee's-Chairmaa, Senatov-Villiam -Proxmire_
In January 1972, the Pre§ident requested the Advisory Commission on Iater govermental Relations (ACIR) to examine the feasibility of a Federal VAT a s
a substitute for residential school property taxes . The Commission concluded
"that " . . .a massier! new Federal program designed specificialy to bring abou t
property tax relief is_.neither necessary nor .desi~:able . "

J More recently the VAT has been under discussion as a means of alleviatin g
the rising burden of social security p6yroll taxes . In 1978, the chairmen o f
--the :.;ouse Ways and Means Coasiztee a .id thr Senate Finance Committee both ex -, Apressed interezt_ in considering a VAT ta' -finance a portion of social security
-`--benefits . (5°e Section -TY . )

-

4 . -Wil!ielm von Siemens . "Ver delta Umsatzsteuer," Siemenstadt, 1921, an d

--= Thomas A . Adams, "Fundamental Problems of Federal Income Taxation," The
Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol . 35 (August 1921) . VAT evolved i n
Germany as a substitute for the turnover tax .
5 . Dan Throop Smith, James B . Webber, and Carol M . Cerf, What You Should Know
about the Value-Added Tax, Cambridge Research Institute, Homewood ,
Illinois, Dow Jones-Irwin, Inc ., 1973, p . 11 .
There was discernible sentiment among corporate leaders for following thi s
.-approach ; see The Wall Street Journal, May 29, 1969 .
` 7 . ._-Business Taxation, Report of the President's Task Force on Business Taxation ,
Washington, D .C ., September 1970 .
8=The Value-Added Tax, Hearings'before the Joint Economic Committee, U .S .
Congress, March, 1972, p . 1 .
%9 . A national bipartisan group composed of representatives of the executiv e
and legislative branches of all levels of government in this country, a s
well as members selected from the general public .
10 .-'Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, The Value-Added Tax
and Alternative Sources of Federal Revenue, Washington, D .C ., August 1973 ,
p . 12 i ., :
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II .

Proponents versus Opponents of VAT

Arguments for and against enacting a broad-based, Federal value-added ta x
in the United States have been advanced by a number of individuals and insti tutions concerned with broad economic policy and with the Federal tax system ,
in particular .
Proponent s
In a 1966 policy statement, the Committee for Economic Development recommended that a value-added tax be considered as a way of raising the necessar y
revenue to finance the war in Vietnam and prevent inflation, and that the VAT
-be continued after the war as a permanent part of our tax structure, with th e
revenues to be used to reduce corporate income taxes :

_W

The committee believes that a sound Federal fiscal policy for th e
future should place such more emphasis than our present polic y
does on measures to foster the growth of our capacity to produce . . . .
An important step in this direction would be to reduce those taxe s
which impede the rise in privile investment . . . . The chief obstacle
is the corporate profits tax .

In a study prepared far the National Association of Manufacturers, George
Cline Smith's arguments-included the question of the VAT's political feasibil ity : _
. . .one is tempted to conclude the real advantage of the VAT lie s
in semantics : that it is ostensibly a tax on business activity an d
therefore is not subject to the usual attacks on sales taxes o n
grounds of being regressive or of invading the preserves of the states . . . .
It is entirely possible that the real advantage of the VAT is that it
is the only broad-based indirec6tax that stands a chance of enactmen t
by Congress . (Emphasis added .) Among the prominent academicians who have supported the VAT concept ar e
Professors Dan Throop 'Smith (Harvard University, emeritus), R . W . Lindholm
(University of Oregon), C . Lowell Harriss (Columbia University), and Gerard M .
Brannon (Georgetown University) .
Professor Smith has emphasized the "neutrality" of the VAT as an argument
in its favor, asserting that the tax is neutral in its treatment of both labor intensive and capital-intensive industries, efficient and inefficient companies ,
partnerships and proprietorships, equity financing and debt financing . Thus ,
according to Professor Smi1q, the VAT permits tax factors to be minimized i n
making business decisions .

11. Committee for Economic Development, A Better Balance in Federal Taxes o n
Business, A Statement by the Research and Policy Committee, New York ,
April 1966, p . 19 .
12. George Cline Smith, A Study of Tax Policy and Capital Formation, prepared
for the National Association of Manufacturers, p . 24 .
13. Dan Throop Smith, "Value-Added Tax : The Case For," Harvard Business Review ,
Vol . 48, November-December 1970, pp . 88-89 .

-

Professor Lindholm argues that the VAT "does not become another retai l
sales tax to be added on to sales price at the point of sale . . . . Instead . . .
VAT takes on the characteristics of a cost of doing busleess . VAT at th e
retail level is like property taxes and payroll taxes ."
Professor Harriss has presented three arguments for a Federal tax o n
value added : (1) such a levy could provide revenue, which could help to prevent
inflation by reducing budget deficits, (2) a VAT, by imposing a levy on con sumption, would permit reductions in burdens on income and thus lead to a
balance which could be considered more equitable and more favorable to capita l
formation, and (3) enactment of the value-added tax could be used to hel p
phase out what is considered to be the sericsusly defective corporate incom e
tax . On this last point, Professor Harriss - finds persuasive reasons for re placing most of the corporate in fgme tax--perhaps the top 30 or 35 rate percent age points--with a low-rate VAT .
Professor Brannon has focussed such of his discussion of the advantage s
of the VAT around its proposed role in partially replacing payroll taxes fo r
financing the social security system (discussed below) . In addition, Professo r
Brannon has developed a more generalized argument in favor of the VAT on th e
grounds that it taxes consumption rather than savings and thus encourage s
people to save, not only the affluent, but the ordinary citizen . Under the
-VAT, the tax law would in effect say to such persons, "If you save a bit more ,
your tax will be lower . If you save less than average people at your incom e
level, your tax will be higher ." If this is considered a worthwhile objective ,
then, in Brann70 , s opinion, the regressivity of the value-added tax can easil y
be dealt with .
Opponent s
Professor Stanley S . Surrey, Harvard University and former Assistan t
--Secretary of the Treasury, has criticized a proposed VAT on several counts .
He questions the benefits which a value-added tax would provide for America n
export trade, and charges that the tax is really not "neutral ." Accordin g
to Surrey, it is neutral as to business only because it does not apply t o
business, being, so he claims, really a retail sales tax passed on to consumers . He characterizes the VAT as a "regressive tax" and "a distinct ste p
backwards ." Should there be the need for enacting some form of nationa l
sales tax, he prefers that it be a retail sales tax . As to the VAT, he asserts :
It is really nonsense for a country with an already functioning re tail sales tax structure to add a value-added structure that collect s
in more complex and burdensome fashio Y 7 the amounts that could be collected
under the retail sales tax procedure .

14. R . W . Lindholm, "The Value-Added Tax--Rebuttal of a Negative View, "
Tax Executive, Vol . 22, No . 2, January 1970, p . 90 .
15. C . Lowell Harriss, "Value-Added Taxation, Thoughts for 1977," Tax Notes ,
May 30, 1977, pp . 3-5 .
16. Gerard M . Brannon, "The Value Added Tax Again--and Again," Tax Notes ,
December 18, 1978, pp . 691-692 .
17. Stanley M . Surrey, "The Value-Added Tax for the United States--A Negativ e
View," Tax Executive, Vol . 21, No . 3, April 1969, p . 164 .

-
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In addition to the above alleged shortcomings, Surrey contends that those
who advocate substituting a value-added tax for part of the existing corporat e
income tax should well ponder the experience of those European nations which ,
with the exception of Switzerland, raise much larger mounts of taxes in relation to Gross National Product than does the United States . According t o
Surrey, this is because they have added a national-level consumption tax to
national-level income taxes . The deduction to be drawn is "that there is a
type of Parkinson's law of taxation, to wit, for every type of taxation used
by a Government the legislators will find expenditure need 18 that require raising
the tax rates to the maximum politically tolerable level . "
Dr . Richard E . Slitor, formerly with the U .S . Department of the Treasury ,
echoes this concern about the VAT all-too-easily opening the door to an expansio n
in the volume of both public revenues and expenditures . According ~o Slitor ,
"to spend l s human ; and . . .these human tendencies are given_ sustenance by new tax
4
sources ."
Among other negative voices raised concerning the VAT is the Septembe r
1970 report of the President's Task Force on Business Taxation, which, with but
two dissenting votes, opposed enactment of a value-added tax as a substitut e
for any existing Federal levies on the grounds that such a new tax would be
both inflationary and unnecessarily complex, and in addition, would involv e
the Federal2government in an area of public finance previously preempted by
the states .
Writing in the January 22, 1979 issue of Tax Notes, Joseph A . Pechman ,
Director of Economic Studies for the Brookings Institution, specifically
counters arguments presented by Gerard Brannon in support of a VAT . Statin g
that Brannon's defense of a value-added tax presented in prior issue s
of that publication is "slightly disingenuous," Pechman charges that Branno n
is "obviously uncomfortable about the regressivity of the tax, but then rationalizes his position by proposing a credit for the es fi}mated VAT paid by familie s
with incomes below the income tax exemption levels . "

18. Surrey, op . !Lit , p . 1- :4 .
19. Richard E . Slitor, "The Role of Valuo-Added Taxation in the Tax Structur e
of the States : Prospective Developments," Proceedings of the Sixty-Firs t
Annual Conference on Taxation, National Tax Association, Columbus, Ohio ,
1969, p . 111 .
Harriss, a VAT proponent, concedes that the revenue potential of a VA T
"would invite increases in spending . How attractive to 'the spenders, '
and they are legion, to be able to claim that 'only a small' VAT tax rat e
increase would be needed to pay for this expansion and for that new pro gram ." Harriss, op . cit ., p . 5 .
20. Business Taxation, op .ccit .
21. Joseph A . Pechman, "Value-Added Taxes : The Case Against," Tax Notes ,
January 22, 1979, p . 83 .

III .

Advantages versus Disadvantages of VAT

Examination of the extensive literature indicates widespread concurrenc e
as to the possible advantages and disadvantages of a broad-ba .-*,!d Federal levy
on consumption such as the VAT . Claimed advantages for the VAT are that it
would_
I . Be based on consumption, and thus provide a stable revenue base ;
2. Be "neutral ." since it would be imposed on all types of businesses ;
3. Provide stronger incentives for businesses to control costs ;
4. Encourage, or at leas e- not discourage, savings ;
5. Have the potential for raising - large amunts_of revenue at a low
tax rate ;
6. Be simple to administer ;
- .- 7- Reduce obstacles to exports, under certain conditions ;
8 . Help bring about a better balanced tax system .

_

Set against there positive characteristics are the alleged drawbacks _
It is contended that the VAT would=
I2.
3_
4.
5.
6.
7_
8_
9.

Be regressive, ;
Lead to excessive spending ;
J
lack a countercyclical balance ;
Be harmful to new and marginal business activities ;
Create administrative complexities ;
Set off inflationary tendencies ;
Be a "hidden tax" ;
Conflict with the present pattern of state and local sales taxes ;
Be unable, in many instances, to create meaningful incentives fo r
exports .
-

-

In the following sections the more important of the above points will b e
discussed, with the arguments pro and con presented in greater detail_
A . =Regressivit y
A principal objection to the value-added tax is that it is said to b e
"regressive" with respect to income . Although a family with $25,000 incom e
would pay more tax than one with $15,000, the burden as a percentage of income .---would be less on the former . The VAT is assumed to be essentially a tax on
consumption . Amounts saved are not taxed . Thus to the extent that price s
increase because the tax is shifted forward, consumers are burdened in proportion to their consumption . Since consumers at lower income levels spend propor tionately more on goods and services and save less, their tax burdens, ceteri s
paribus, will be greater as a proportion of inLose than burdens for those highe r
in the income scale .
The VAT without special provisions is not a "progressive " tax . However ,
VAT point out that upwards of 100 million 2"ericans are alread y
_.advocates of t
paying an even more regressive social security payroll tax and that, by making
22 . With the 10% earned income credit, to modify the payroll tax, and with th e
extension of the taxable earnings bass to higher ranges, the charge that th e
social security tax is regressive has lost much of its force . The tax i s
proportional over a range that includes a large and rising share of th e
population . Moreover, the benefit structure of the social security syste m
favors those with lower earnings .
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_

certain adjustments in the tax or effecting countervailing changes in othe r
-taxes, it is possible to modify the regressivity of a VAT . As Professor Da n
Throop Smith % has observed :
Viewed in perspective as part of a whole Federal system of taxatio n
and payments for income maintenance, any equity problems that result 2 3
for low-income families from a value-added tax can be handled readily .

One approach to mitigating the regressivity of the VAT would be to provid e
an exemption for or impose a lower rate on purees of certain basic necessi Exempting such items fro m
ties such as rent, food and prescription drugs .
the tax base is the approach utilized in many of the American states to modify
the regressivity of the general sales tax . The imposition of multiple ta x
rates, with necessities taxed at a lower, and non-necessities aZ a highe r
rate, has been resorted to by some countries of the European Common Market .
Concerning the suggestion that the VAT's regressivity be offset by applying special low tax rates to items deemed to be necessities for their purchasers ,
;Isome commentators have voiced the view that this would seriously enhance th e
difficulties in administering a new tax . Estimates have been made that the us e
of multiple rates would hike governmental administrative costs b y:A0 to 80 percent, and would also increase compliance costs of business firms .
_
Another method of reducing the burdens of a Federal value-added tax on per sons with low incomes would be to adopt a kind of provision used in several stat e
.sales taxes . These grant taxpayers credits against the individual income tax fo r
a portion of the amounts of general sales taxes which they pay in any given year .
The report of the American Bar Association on the VAT concludes that the ta x
credit approach would tend to 2take the burden of the value-added tax more nearly
proportional than regressive .
This type of modification was advocated by former President Richard M .
Nixon in his January 1972 suggestion of consideration for a Federal-leve l
value-added tax . Mr . Nixon suggested that families with intones up to $20,00 0
be granted rebates against their Federal individual income tax for all or par t
of the burdens of a VAT which they might incur . Taxpayers with incomes so lo w
that they were not liable for any Federal income tax payments ware to be given
cash refunds for their estimated VAT payments .
-

From the point of view of both government tax administrators and tax complying businesses, the relief of value-added tax burdens on the poor woul d
be less complicated if tax credits were used rather than multiple tax rates .

23. Smith, 2p . cit ., p . 81 .
24. Congress might also opt for granting special treatment for such othe r
necessity items as household utilities, public transportation, and
clothing .
25. Smith, Webber, and Cerf, 2k . cit ., p . 53 .
26. American Bar Associatio•., Section of Taxation, Report of the Special Committee on the Value-Added Tax, 1971-1977 ; p . 30 . (Reprinted from article s
in The Tax Lawyer by Tax Management, Inc ., Washington, D .C .)

_
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Critics counter, however, that this would also burden the Internal Revenu e
Service with the processing of many additional refund claims . According to
these commentators, the tax credit approach is but a second-best method fo r
reducing the regressivity of a VAT . The tax structure, they believe, should b e
tailored so that the least sophisticated taxpayers would be in a position t o
take advantage of the tax relief offered . It is held that this system would b e
effective only if income tax returns containing crect ,- c - -ins (or separate
refund claims) are filed by those whose low-le171 incwes -preclude them from
having to do so for income tax purposes alone .
The Scandinavian countries have sought to offset the regressivit y
of a value-added tax, not through either special tax rates for necessities o r
income tax credits or refunds, but by means of their overall revenue-raising
and public expenditure policies . Tax structures are among the most "progressive "
in the world . With extensive programs of social insurance, medical care, an d
family benefits, these nations reportedly are convinced that they have more tha n
offset any fegres_of regressivity resulting from the use of a single-rate value added tax .
B.

Neutrality

One of the strongest arguments put forth by proponents of a value-adde d
tax is that such a levy would be "neutral" in its effects on different type s
of business decisions and activities . This contention commands widesprea d
support in the literature _
Among those holding this view, the consensus is that the VAT is "neutral "
in that, in marked contrast to the corporate income, payroll, or busines s
property taxes, it minimizes the importance of tax factors in business decision making . The burden of the tax, it is stated, falls equally on all types o f
business activities, irrespective of their organizational structure, efficienc y
or inefficiency, capital or labor intensity, or use of debt as opposed t o
equity financing--except in so far as the cost of financing is passed throug h
in the sales price . Effects would be the same on partnerships and proprietor ships, and conglomerates and integrated producers would not have any advantage s
as compared to small-size producers and specialty industries .
Among supporters of a VAT the caveat is added, however, that this ta x
will have these relatively favorable results--or avoid the undesirable effect s
of present taxes--only to the extent that public policymakers resist the temptation to provide large-scale exemptions and/or special low rates for specia l
types of rurchases . Excluding any important area of economic activity fro m
a VAT would, it is held, seriously erode the base of the tax, require highe r
rates to raise a given amount of revenue, and distort the operations of th e
overall economy . Thus, it is argued, any steps taken to reduce the burden o f
a VAT on low-income groups should be provi&d directly, either through incom e
tax credits or cash payments .

27. U .S . Department of the Treasury, Value Added Tax, Washington, D .C . ,
September 11, 1969, p . 17 (unpublished .
28. Smith, Webber, and Cerf, 9k . Sit ., pp . 38-39 .
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C.

Inflationary Effect s

Critics of the value-added tax contend that its introduction would set of f
an inflationary chain-reaction in the price and wage structure_ Actual experience has varied, and the possibilities for this country are so complex that n o
unequivocal answer can be given as to the results most likely_ Producers woul d
try to pass any VAT additions to costs on to the consumer ; to some extent, how ever, business enterprises might for a time have lower profits as trey absor b
the excess of VAT over any tax relief . The immediate results would depend o n
the stage of the business cycle at which the tax is introduced, other tax changes ,
the nature and efficiency of individual business firms, the elasticity of supply _
and demand for2$articular products (including both imports and exports), an d
other factors .
Those who argue that the VAT can set off a wage-price spiral argue that ther e
is at least a 'clear risk" that its adoption as a net addition to cos i3 a would lea d
to an immediate price increase equal to the total amount of the levy_ Moreover ,
there could be what are referred to in the literature as "unwarranted increases "
beyond the amount of the VAT "due to ignorance of the nature of the tax and/o r
opportunism_" Finally, the VAT could directly affect wage levels, again depending on whether the tax were included in the cost-of-living index to which man y
wage contracts are keyed . This, in turn, could lead to demands for compensator y
wage increases by other groups of workers_ As Professor John F. Due puts it :
While virtually all taxes may have some effect in leading to demand s
for higher wages, a levy that directly increases the cost of livin g
index is 3jound to have the greatest influence, per dollar of ta x
revenue .

Other commentators, however, point out that the exact effect of a VAT o n
the price and wage structure will depend on a variety of factors_ One, of course ,
is whether there are offsetting reductions in other axes_ Fundamentally mor e
important for the general price-level results will be monetary policy . Will the
Federal Reserve provide for an expansion in the money supply to "validate" th e
forces for higher prices? If so, it seems clear the imposition of the tax ca n
be expected to be followed by more inflation than would otherwise occur .
Attempting to estimate the effects of adopting a VAT in the United State s
by observing the consequences of such a tax enactment in other countries lead s

29. Examples in the literature in which this point is made are : Henry J . Aaron,
"The Diffe•ential Price Effect of a Value-Added Tax," National Tax Journal ,
Vol . 21, No . 2 (June 1968), p . 162 ; Carl S . Shoup, "Consumption Tax, an d
Wages Type of Value-Added Tax," National Tax Journal, Vol . 21, No . 2 (June
1968), p . 153 ; and Tax Foundation, Inc ., Tax Harmonization in Europe and
U .S . Business, Research Publication No . 16, New York, 1968, p . 19 .
30. The U .S . Treasury Department estimated that a 2% VAT would, if effects were
shifted forward by equivalent price increases, hike the cost of living b y
approximately 1 .7% . U .S . Department of the Treasury, o~_ c i t ., p .23 _
31. The Value-Added Tax, Hearings . . .2k . cit ., p . 17 .

_
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to findings that will generally be termed "inconclusive . " In Europe, the VAT
was introduced as a replacement for the various turnover taxes whict have n o
counterparts in this country . The response of the monetary authorities differed .
Additional variables came into play, and their precise contributions to tota l
effects are quite difficult to determine .
-

Adoption of the VAT in the Federal Republic of Germany (replacing a turnover tax) and in Sweden (replacing a retail sales tax) came at a time when bot h
countries were experiencing mild recessions . The new tax was not followed by
any appreciable price rise in the short run . On the other hand, in the Nether lands and Denmark, enactment of a VAT was followed by price increases- In th e
Netherlands, the introduction of the VAT coincided with pay increases for gov ernment employees and led the government to institute a price freeze in order to curtail the ensuing spiraling price rise .
One European commentator was led to conclude that modern economic theor y
is rather undeveloped in this area and that most analyses of the effect of the
VAT "vary in their assumptions and facts taken into account-" The Tax Founda tion, in its 1969 study of the VAT in Europe, put this another way :
. . .the arguments in favor of a particular view in the shiftin g
of these taxes are abstract and verification of the facts i s
complicated, for it goes beyond the eWmate of the effect s
of tax changes on the price of goods .
D.

Effects of VAT on Federal-State Relation s

Strone reservations have been expressed in some quarters as to porsibl e
adverse effects of a Federal-level value-added tax on the area of Federal-stat e
relations . As of 1979, 45 states and a great number of local governmental unit s
utilize the general sales tax as a major revenue source . State and local sale s
tax collections now amount to an estimated $46 billion (22 percent of tota l
state and local tax revenues), and these levels of government are naturally
reluctant to see the Federal government impose a levy on a tax base which u p
until now has been largely within their own exclusive fiscal purview .
Proponents of the VAT have sought to alleviate this concern by pointin g
out that the national government already levies excise taxes on certain consumer items ranging from alcoholic beverages, tobacco products, and gasoline ,
to the sale of bows and arrows and the making of local and toll telephone calls .
Does the use of such consumption-based taxes by the Federal authorities inter fere significantly with state (or local) sales tax collections? The state s
obtain significant revenues from their levies on liquor, tobacco, and gasoline .
Critics of the VAT suggest that enactment of a Federal VAT Woul d
bring undesirable changes in the traditional relationships between the level s
of government in this country--i .e ., could lead to a further, uni .anted, erosion
in the American federal system . Those who raise such questions feel that it i s
important for the national government to leave some forms of taxation--such a s
the general excise levy--to the states (and localities .) Otherwise, so they
contend, decision making on taxation for state and local purposes will shif t

32 . Tax Foundation, Inc ., 2k . cit ., p . 19 .

=

further fro g local voters and taxpayers and state legislators toward th e
national Congress, and the nation will enter an era of greater resort to Federal grants-in-aid for and Federal control of lover-level goverment operations .
According to the report on the VAT of the American Bar Association, side s
are chosen on this issue according to philosophical views =
Those who find virtue in eliminating pockets of substandard government services, even when they result from local options, will ten d
to see virtue in the Federal goverment moving into the field o f
consumer taxation, while those who find virtue in keeping decision s
on levels oftaxation close to the people . . .will doubt the wisdo m
of the move .
Whether the issue can be so starkly drawn in this fashion between proponents and opponents of a value-added tax, and further, whether enactmen t
of such an impost would inevitably lead to the consequences which its opponent s
charge, involve questions beyond the scope of this report .
A more mundane consideration involves possible administrative difficultie s
for retail businesses in complying simultaneously with a Federal VAT and stat e
sales and use taxes . Theoretically, it might be possible to alleviate suc h
difficulties by coordinating administration of the two types of taxes b y
having the state tax "piggyback!' on the Federal VAT . However, evidence indicates that efforts over the years to achieve similar joint handling of Federa l
and state income taxes--e-g ., such as is done in the state of Rhode Island--have
been only partially successful _
E_

VAT and the Balance of Payments 3 4

One of the principal arguments used by proponents of a value-added tax
is that adoption by the United States of such a levy would help immeasurabl y
in alleviating the chronic balance-of-payments problems which have afflicted
this nation during the past two decades . The VAT, so it is stated, woul d
permit American exporters to reap advantages now enjoyed by the members of th e
European Economic Community, while escaping the drawbacks experienced by exporters from such countries as the United States, Canada, a :,d AusLralia, which
rely heavily on direct taxes .
Arguments that -':e U .S . balance-of-payments pn-iti)n could be significantly improved thrt-• . h enactment of a Federal-' evrest on the assumption
that this would be accompanied by the removal, in whole q r in Dart, of th e
Federal corporation income tax, or some other direct tax :.uch as the payrol l
tax . A further assumption is that the burden of the ta .t which would be reduced

33. American Bar Association, 22 . cit ., p . 4$ .-34. This section does not discuss the arguments relating to the significanc e
of exchange rates of currencies . When they are free to float or adjus t
at regular intervals to balance-of-payments conditions, the adjustmen t
- process can appear quite complex .
-

-I2 or eliminated--the corporation income tax or the IRySgll tax on employers-is now shifted forward so -as to enter into price . '
The General Agreem ent on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 37 permits member nation s
(including the United States) to grant border tax adjustments, or tax rebates ,
for amounts paid for indirect taxes such as the VAT . Federal manufacturers '
excise taxes and state sales taxes are not applied on exports . GATT, however ,
prohibits such rebates in the case of taxes classed as "direct," including th e
corporate income tax .
Proceeding with the argument, use of the VAT would permit rebates, whic h
previously with the corporate income tax were disallowed . Therefore, the
prices of American exports would fall ; they could compete on more favorable
terms in world markets . Conversely, VAT would be imposed on imports ; any resulting rise in prices relative to those of domestically produced goods woul d
cause the volume of imports to decline _
To this, some opponents of the VAT respond that the burden of the co 7W
ate income tax--the levy to be replaced by the VAT--is not shifted forward .
Therefore, it is argued, its elimination and replacement by a VAT would, in th e
first instance, simply raise domestic prices . Consequently, any border tax
adjustments for exports would not result in lowering their prices, but woul d
simply offset the price rise due to VAT .
A refinement to this argument is that, even if one were to assume tha t
the burden of the corporation income tax is shifted, its replacement by a VA T
would not immediately lead to lower prices for domestically produced goods .
Professor Dan Throop Smith, a leading proponent of the VAT, recognizes such a 39
time lag . In his words : "Prices, like wages, may be sticky on .the downside . "
Moreover, the corporate income tax, even if largely shifted into consumer prices ,
will rarely be more than a few percentage points of final price .
The 1970 report of the President's Task Force on Business Taxatio n
(referred to above) questioned whether a VAT, at what it described as th e
"relatively low rate under discussion--2 to 5 percent"--would ameliorate thi s
nation's balance-of-payments difficulties, and said that, in any event, whateve r
benefits might be derived on4 bhat score do not justify introduction of the
VAT in the domestic economy .

35. Professor Dan Throop Smith contends that "both businessmen and economist s
quite widely now accept the fact that the corporate income tax is largel y
shifted ." Smith, ok . cit ., p . 83 .
A
third qualification is sometimes added, namely that business firms mus t
36.
be willing to pass on such tax savings in the form of cost reductions o f
exported goods . Otherwise, the adoption of a VAT in place of a direct tax
will have no effects on the nation's balance-of-payments position . Arthu r
Andersen and Co ., Perspectives on the Value-Added Tax, Chicago, 1970, p . 10 .
37. The body of law that regulates international trade, originally establishe d
in 1947, and subsequently signed or adhered to by 112 nations .
38. Professor Stanley A . Surrey doubts that the burden of the corporatio n
income tax is shifted forward so as to have a price effect . Surrey, 2k .
Lit ., p . 167 .
39. Smith, og . cit ., p . 96 .
40. Business Taxation, op . cit ., pp . 68-69 .

.
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The American Bar Association's Committee on the Value-Added Tax examine d
at some length what it described as the claims of VAT proponents that th e
experience of those nations which had a tax of this type and also had balanceof-trade surpluses was not mere happenstance, but indicated a clear cause-an d
effect relationship . The Committee's conclusions were that "the evidence t o
:support the claim turn out to be shaky" and that, in any event, "it is difficul t
to quantify the impact of a nation's-internal tax structure on its internationa l
trade_ "

41 . American Bar Association~•
o cit .

PP• 39-40 .
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IV .

VAT and Social Security Financing

As far back as 1935, suggestions were made to finance unemployment com pensation insurance by means of a value-added tax . More recently, in 1970 ,
the President's Task Force on Business Taxation considered substituting a VA T
for some or all of the payroll taxes now used to finance the social securit y
system . The 15-member Task Force, with one exception, expressed the vie w
that "the contributory principle is so important in our social security syste m
that it should not be abandoned or modied and_ that a value-added tax-Shoul d
not be substituted for payroll taxes ."""
Since then, social security financing has become increasingly costly .
Continuing enrichment of benefits has resulted in a sharp rise in the burde n
of payroll taxes . At the time of the 1970 Task Force Report, the combine d
maximum annual cost of social security taxes to the employer and employee was
about $750 ; by 1978, the combined maximum came to over $2_,1 . 00, and further =
increases were scheduled for future years .

=

Congress in 1977 enacted a series of additional increases in the socia l
security tax rate and base, designed to shore up the financing of the syste m
over the next 50 to 75 years . The bulk of additional tax revenues will not
begin to come in until 1981- In that year, the employer and employee will eac h
pay a tax of 6 .65 percent on a maximum earnings base of $29,700 (now 6 .13 per cent on a base of $22,900), for a combined total tax of $3,950 (now $?,317) .
Overall, the scheduled tax increases will raise payroll tax payments by $14 o r
$15 billion a year in 1981, and more in later years .
Public reaction to the increases enacted in 1977 was perceived to be dis -Liactly negative . Early in 1978, there was widespread specu"ation that Congres s
would either defer or curtail the payroll tax increases it had approved . Congress did not do so in 1978 . While the intensity of public dissatisfaction
is difficult to measure, there has been an apparent revival of interest in th e
possibility of curtailing all or some pg§tion of the payroll tax increases b y
substituting another source of revenue .
The renewed concern stems largel y
.
Long,
Chairman of the Senate Financ e
from statements by Senator Russell B
Committee, and Representative Al Ullman, Chairman of the House Ways and Bean s
Committee . Both have expressed interest in examining the feasibility of a
value-added tax in financing social security .
In December 1978, Senator Long urged repealing the social security tax ,
limiting income taxes to no more than one-third of a person's income, an d
replacing the lost revenues by a value-added tax, which he likened to a "hidde n
sales tax ." According to the Finance Ummittee Chairman_, such a developmen t
would "encourage work and igvestment ."-- "

42. Business Taxation, op . cit ., p . 70 .
43. Other alternatives under discussion, including cutting benefits, financin g
medicare from general revenues, etc ., are discussed in Paul N . Van de Water ,
"Issues in Social Security Financing, " Tax Review, Vol . XL, No . 4
(April 1979) .
44. The Wall Street Journal, December 4, 1978 . Senator Long's proposal to pa y
for social security with a value-added tax is "several years old," accord ing to the Journal, but aides said the Senator would "push his ideas harder "
this time .

=

Representative Ullman's support for adoption of a VAT is described a s
"qualified" in that, while he favors enactment of such a levy and intends t o
work closely with Senator Long, he nevertheless feels that the Louisiana law maker is going too far in that direction . Addressing the Tax Foundation in
December 1978, Representative Ullman vciccd the view that a value-added tax ,
in the form of a "uniform, low-level transaction tax" should be considered to
supplement present social security financing . However, he empb .asized that
"payroll taxes should remain the principal source of revenue for Social Stsurity ,
and income taxes must continue to support the major share of government . "
In Representative Ullman's view, such a tax as VAT could "conceivably
be used to facilitate movement toward a more simplified system of business
taxation including integration 4gf corporate taxation and elimination of the
double taxation of dividends ."
As a partial replacement for payroll taxes, 4
7
it would, in-Representative Ullman's words, "reduce the drag on new employment ." c
In February 1979, Treasury Secretary W . Michael Blumenthal declared tha t
he is not "unsympathetic" to a value-added tax, that Senator Long's proposa l
"deserved a thorough investigation" ; and he added that, whenever the Congress i s
prepared to hold hearings on enacting such a levy, the Treasury Department i s
prepared to testify . While the Treasury head expressed this guarded receptivit y
to the idea of a VAT, the Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy, Donald C . Lubick ,
reportedly sought to downplay such an interpretation of the Secretary's re marks, at the same time repeating some of the standard criticisms usually em ployed by opponents of a VAT . 40
The existing literature on VAT provides little analysis relative to th e
question of social security financing . Some commentary, however, has recently _
been offered by Professor Gerard M . Brannon of Georgetown University .
Professor Brannon has suggested use of a VAT to fund any further increase s
which might be enacted in social security benefits . He asserts that financing
social security by means of payroll taxes has come to have "bad political con sequences," while replacing part of the burden with general revenue financin g
based largely on the income tax is viewed as "a very poor prospect . "
In Professor Brannon's view, there would be little overall difference i n
the effects on the U .S . economy, if a VAT were to be substituted for part o f
the social security payroll tax . The alleged "regressivity" of the VAT is, i n
his view, irrelevant, since existing payroll taxes are regressive, while th e
government, in any event, could offset any regressivity by gking cash payment s
in the form of refundable credits to those who pay the tax .
Other opinions on the feasibility of substituting a VAT for all or part o f
the present social security payroll tax will no doubt come to light during forth coming Congressional hearings . Representative Ullman has indicated that th e
Committee on Ways and Means will hold such hearings in the latter part of 1979 .

45. The Washington Star, December 7, 1978 .
46. The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc ., Daily Report for Executives, No . 23 6
(December 7, 1978), p . J-2 .
47. Ibid .
48. Tax Notes, February 12, 1979, p . 197 .
'49 . Gerard M . Brannon, Value-Added Tax and the Financing of Social Security, Pape r
for Tax Foundation Seminar on Social Security Financing, March 27, 1979 .

V.

Revenue Potential of VAT

Because it is a broad-based tax on consumption, the VAT is generall y
potential to raise large amounts of revenue with a relaconsidered to have
As a consumption tax, the VAT is also held to be les s
tively low tax rate .
elastic than taxes levied on either personal-or corporate income . Wit h
yields less susceptible to economic fluctuations, a VAT would be more stabl e
and could be expected to increase from year to year, according to a predictabl e
pattern, as the result of economic growth and inflation . This in turn woul d
permit government authorities to gauge more accurately their budgets and pla n
their cash expenditures .

46

The revenue potential of a Federal-level value-added tax in the Unite d
States would, of course, depend upon the definition of the tax base, and th e
rate chosen . Questions arise as to what exemptions, or reduced tax bases ,
are to be granted, and whether a single uniform tax rate, or multiple rate s
applied`to different categories of transactions, are to be used .
'there are varying exemption provisions among the nations which make us e
of the VAT . Medical and educational services are exempted in virtually al l
of these countries because of a belief in their social value . Banking ,
insurance, and brokerage activities are often exempt because of the diffi culty of applying the value-added concept to these types of operations whic h
serve both final consumers and businesses as producers . Housing is generally
exempt from the VAT, although the tax is applied to construction and repai r
work, as well as to the sales of newly constructed buildings .
Some of the European countries exempt legal services, for substantiall y
the same reasons that apply in the casS l of financial services . At times, very
In the United States the existenc e
-small business enterprises are exempt .
of state and local sales taxes might lead to exemption of the retailing secto r
from any Federal-level VAT . This would be done to avoid possible confusio n
at the retail level between the Federal VAT and state and local sales taxes ,
to reduce the number of taxpayers and thereby curtail costs of tax administra tion .
Most of the European states which use the VAT exempt medicines delivere d
by a hospital or a doctor, but not medications sold on the commercial market .
In the case of a U .S . VAT, there would probably be considerable pressure t o
exempt food, although if this were done it would substantially reduce th e
base of the tax . While any such exemption would lower the alleged regressivit y
of-the tax, it would 52t the same time have the disadvantage of distorting it s
economic neutrality .

50. This aspect of the VAT has been criticized even by proponents of such a
tax on the grounds that it would encourage greater public expenditures .
Harriss, ok . cit ., p . S .
51. For example, Germany exempts blind persons employing less than three employ ees while France grants this status to cooperatives providing artificia l
insemination services, something which has been described as "an unexplaine d
departure from the value-added concept ." American Bar Association, 2R . Lit . ,
p. 5.
52. For this, reason a number of economists would prefer to include food in the _
tax base of a VAT, while compensating low-income consumers for the VA T
paid on food purchases by means of income tax refunds and cash rebates .
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One important category of exempt transactions under any value-added ta x
_
is the export of goods and services .
Another approach which may be taken to limit the impact of a value-adde d
tax on certain types of activities is to grant what is termed a reduced taxable
base . An example of this variation occurs in Sweden, where new buildings ar e
accorded a taxable base equivalent to 60 percent of actual value .
Certain countries make use of S9ltiple tax rates, levying different rates
There is well-grounded belief, however ,
on different types of transactions .
that a VAT will operate most effectively, not only with as few exemptions a s
possible, but with a single rate structure . According to Professor Dan Throop
Smith, "The universal recommendatiop regarding a value-added tax is to avoid
exemptions and differential rates . "
The table on the following page indicates the size of the taxable base fo r
a consumption-type VAT . This base represents an updating of one suggested b y
the Treasury Department in 1969 . The items listed are those which the Treasur y
study considered "candidates for exclusion from the total GNP ." The tota l
tax base shown, $954 .7 billion in 1977, represents personal consumption expen- „
ditures minus the items listed in the table, plus purchases of owner-occupie d
housing . The adjustments shown reduce the personal consumption expenditures
total by $315 billion, or 26 percent . Addition of $64 billion for owner-occupie d
housing purchases brings the base for a VAT of this type to just over 50 percent
of total GNP .
Thus, at 1977 income levels, a consumption-type VAT as defined here had a
potential revenue yield of over $9 .5 billion per percentage point of the rate .
In 1978, gross national product rose 11 .6 percent over 1977 . Assuming that
.the major components included in this VAT tax base performed similarly, th e
revenue potential of a VAT in 1978 would have been more than $11 billion fo r
every one percentage point of the rate .

53. Among the mcu,ber states of the European Economic Community, Franc,,-- and
Belgium opted for four rates ; Italy for three ; The Federal Republic of';
Germany and the Netherlands for two ; and-the United Kingdom for one .
54. Smith, oE . cit ., p . 79 .

Value-Added Tai Baia
Calendar Year 197 7
(In millions )
Major GNP Category
10

Total

2 ..

Personal consumption
expenditures

Amount

Included In tax base

$1,887,177

$932,473

$954 9 70 4

1,206,507

315 9 451

891,05 6

\

3.

Deductions from GNP

Amount

-11,143

Net exports of goods
and services

Personal remittances in kind to foreigners
Expenditures in U .S . by foreigners (addition)
Rental value of owner-occupied homes
Rental value of farm homes
Food produced and consumed on f¢rms
Domestic service
Expenditures abroad by U .S . residents '
Foreign travel by U .S . residents
Food furnished employees (including military)
G .I . clothing issue
Bridge, road tolls
Utility services provided by governments ,
including transportation
Medical care, drugs
Private education and research
Religious and welfare activities
Fhrimutuel net receipts
Nonprofit entertainment and sports
Services furnished without cost by financial
intermediaries, except life insuranc e
Expenses of handling life insurance

255 b
6,69 9
107,31 7
5,926
1,24 5
7,14 1
1 .52 4
10 9 493
3,798
83
879

All

-11,143

All

Changes in business
Inventorie s

15,571

All

Gross private fixed
investment

:%282,267

Government purchases
goods and service s

5.
6.

,

N .A .
117 9 97 7
18,80 0
15 9 38 4
2 0 03 2
1,07 8
23,29 5
12 9 132

j
0
l

393,975

4.

?

of

4

393 9 975

0

15 9 571

0

218 9 619
Producers durable equipment
Nonresidential structures
Residential structures for rental purposes

'

127 .99 2
X53, 6 6
26,761

63,648 c

.

M

-
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Footnotes to Table :
a . This table is an updated version of the tax base depicted in Table 1 fro m
"Report on Value Added Tax," Treasury Department Study, September 10, 196 9
(unpublished, but released to the public in drat form in February 1979) .
b . ._ Personal remittances in kind to foreigners and expenditures in U .S . by
"_-foreigners are deducted by the Bureau of Economic Analysis in computing th e
total of U .S . consumption expenditures . This computation therefore ignore s
the $255 million in the former category (already excluded) and adds twic e
the later category .
c . Represents purchases of owner-occupied housing -

.

Source :

r
.

Survey of Current Business, July 1978 and Tax Foundation computations . .

'

